Retrofit OEM Bluetooth to Audi S3 Sportback 8P with RNS-E (58 plate)
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1. Disconnect the battery.
2. Remove RNS-E using 4 radio removal keys:

3. Remove the trim around the card holder/hazards/esp button. It just unclips but be gentle – there are 4
clips on top and 4 underneath. The hazard lights button will pop off with it:

4. Remove the business card holder by sticking a small screwdriver between the clips and the frame on the
top left and top right – the entire holder assembly will then slide out:

5. Remove glove box using a socket wrench – there are 7 bolts to remove.
1 bolt on the door side (do this one first), the side cover just pulls straight off:

2 underneath the glove box:

And 4 inside the glove box:

The glove box then drops down. Remove the cable connection and the glove box can then be taken out
of the way:

6. Remove the A pillar trim. There are 3 clips at roughly the positions shown here:

The trim must be pulled out so that the top 2 clips spring (brute force required) and then it must be slid
upwards to remove. The bottom clip may just spring out and fall out the bottom. The trim can’t be
removed completely because of the speaker so just leave it attached:

7. Remove the front plastic cover in front of the interior light – it just pulls off. Undo the 2 philips screws to
remove the plastic assembly:

Leave it attached and hanging:

8. Feed the microphone cable through the side of the radio compartment, along the top of the hole left by
the glove box, up through the A pillar, into the roof lining and then out into the big hole in front of the
light (this is a lot easier than it sounds and takes all of 30 seconds!). Clip the connector into the correct
sized hole on the plastic assembly which is hanging from the roof:

9. Screw the plastic assembly back into the roof.
10. Use insulating tape or cable ties to fix the microphone cable to the existing cables in the A pillar and
behind the glove box. Feed any slack back through to the radio compartment.

11. Clip the microphone into the holder:

12. Plug the microphone lead into the connector that was just fitted into the roof and replace the plastic
cover being careful not to trap any of the cable from the microphone.
13. Tuck the existing cables round the sides to give as much space as possible to work with in the radio
compartment:

14. (Optional) Wrap the module in some thin protective foam to cushion it and prevent any rattles:

15. Put the module into the radio compartment and then connect the interface cable and antenna. Wedge
the module in so it sits vertically, tight to the back of the compartment, as low as possible and with the
antenna pointing up:

NOTE: The RNS-E does not go all the way to the back of the compartment so as long as the module is
right at the back the RNS-E slides in easily without hitting the Bluetooth module or antenna.

16. Use a junior hacksaw to remove the piece of plastic that protrudes from the back of the business card
holder (you can’t see it, it doesn’t serve any purpose and will hit the Bluetooth module/antenna if left
unmodified):

17. Push the business card holder back in until it clicks into place:

18. Replace the surround and hazard lights button:

19. Connect the original radio connector block to the Bluetooth cable. Cable tie all of the excess wire from
the Bluetooth cable and gps antenna and feed it into the big hole under the radio compartment.
20. Connect the Bluetooth cable connector block, GPS antenna and radio antenna to the RNS-E and then
push the RNS-E back into place until it clicks (remember to remove the keys first – they can’t be taken
out easily once the unit is fitted):

21. Replace the A pillar trim – locate the clips in place, slide the trim down and then push the clips in firmly.
Bit of trial and error needed here (make sure that the trim goes behind the rubber strip).
22. Refit the glove box (re-connect the cable, 7 bolts, clip the side cover back on.
23. Re-connect the battery.
24. Program with VCDS. The coding that worked for me (RNS-E MK2, MFSW, DIS, Bose) was:
CAN Gateway – tick the Telephone module
Radio/Navigation – 0209755
Telephone – 0011422
25. Working!!:

NOTES:
1. Whilst trying to get the right coding I got it into a mode where all it would display on the Telephone
screen was a note stating how to answer a call. The only way out of this seems to be to power cycle
the RNS-E. I did this by removing the cable from the back (it doesn’t power off completely for ages
when you turn off the ignition).
2. I had no idea what the “comfort” feature was – I still don’t really know but it has to be turned on for
the phonebook sync to work (found that info on an ASN post – thanks to the author whose name I
can’t remember!).
3. Initially phone calls sounded terrible – the audio was too loud and clipping. This was fixed by going
into “Adaptation” for the Telephone module in VCDS and setting the Output Volume to -3dB.
4. After I reconnected the battery I got an ESP warning on the dash and VCDS showed an error with a
steering sensor. A quick spin round the block and pressing the ESP button a couple of times cleared
both warnings.
5. I now get errors in VCDS saying that the front speakers have been disconnected. Sat Nav, Audio and
phone are all working perfectly so I have chosen to ignore these.

